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• Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithms (QAOA) 
• Hard Constraints: have to be satisfied in a solution
• Soft Constraints: cost to be optimized
• Underlying idea: search in a feasible subspace that satisfies all hard 
constraint; mixing (create coherent superposition) of all feasible states
• Challenges:Come up with classical mixing rules that maintains the 
feasible subspace and corresponding quantum mixing operators
Network-related connectivity optimization problems are underlying a wide 
range of applications and are also of high computational complexity. 
We consider studying network optimization problems using two types of 
quantum heuristics. 
One is quantum annealing, and the other Quantum Alternating Operator 
Ansatz, an extension of the Quantum Approximate Optimization 
Algorithms for gate-model quantum computation, in which a cost-function 
based unitary and a non-commuting mixing unitary are applied alternately. 
We present problem mappings for problems of finding the spanning-tree 
or spanning-graph of a graph that optimizes certain costs, and a variant 
that further requires the spanning-tree be degree-bounded. 
1. Study network problems with QA and QAOA 
• Ordering-based mapping
U = e i pHM e i pHC · · · e i 2HM e i 1HC
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Mixing: explore the solution space
Cost: problem characteristics
4. Mapping to QAOA using a problem-specific mixer
• Level-based mappings
• All constraints are cast into penalty terms in the cost Hamiltonian
3. Mapping to QUBO using penalty terms
2. The spanning-tree problem
NP hard: if the maximum vertex degree in the tree is bounded.
• Tradeoff between QUBO mappings:
• Tight level-based: less qubits, connections, less resource needed to 
embed on hardware
• Lose level-based: bigger optimal solution space (degenerate), may 
facilitate easier search in QA
• Ordering-based: no ancilla qubits required for 3rd to 2nd order reduction
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